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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CrimeWeb and Dialogic Communications announce a partnership.
Fort Worth, Texas, October 6, 2004 - Dialogic Communications recently distributed a
nationwide press release announcing that it has established a partnership with
CrimeWeb.Net. The press release can be viewed online at:
http://www.dccusa.com/press-room.asp

Specifically, the partnership involves the design and implementation of an interface
between the CrimeWeb Internet alert system and Dialogic phone based alert system.
Dialogic, based in Tennessee, is known as the “global leader” in critical communications
technology. The company currently has several hundred phone based notification systems
installed around the world, including an installation at the White House. Another
Dialogic customer is the Collin County (Texas) Sheriff’s Office.
The Collin County SO is also a CrimeWeb user, and will be the first to purchase and
install the interface between the two systems. The interface will allow citizens of Collin
County to register online to receive CrimeWeb alerts via the Dialogic “Callout-Builder”
voice module. During the online registration process, the CrimeWeb software will
automatically recognize citizens from Collin County (by zip code) and direct them to a
separate registration form. The new registration form will allow them to register to
receive voice alerts via their home or mobile phone (in addition to being notified via the
Internet.) When an alert is sent, the combined system will relay a separate voice message
advising that a new alert has been issued, and referring the citizen to the CrimeWeb site
for more details. This will allow citizens to become instantly aware of a new CrimeWeb
alert, even if they are away from their computer. The enhanced system will be highly
configurable to allow citizens to choose the type of alerts they wish to receive and the
manner of notification for each alert type. Citizens will also be able to specify the
maximum number of phone calls they wish to receive in a 24-hour period. If your
department would be interested in learning more about the interface, please contact
CrimeWeb for details. support@crimeweb.net or 888-33CRIME.
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